
FLOOR GRINDING MACHINE 
BS-310 AMIGA PRO

NEW:
With brushless electric motor

Works up to the edge

Benefits:

 - Unique design and easy to operate
    thanks to low weight of 35kg

- BRUSHLESS electric motor, very
   powerful, overload protection,
   virtually maintenance free

- Easy tool change on the jobsite

- Suction pipe for powerful vacuum
   cleaner, creating a safe environment

- The efficient suction of grinding dust
   and particles is a result of the unique
   design of the dust hood with 
   2 openings.

Technical data
Motor 2.6 kW
Voltage 230V / 50Hz / 16A
Tool plate rotation 2‘250 RPM
Working width 310mm
Gewicht 35kg
Absaugschlauch ø 50/54mm

AIRTEC AG | Industriestrasse 40 | CH-4455 Zunzgen
Tel +41 61 976 95 25 | www.airtec.ch | info@airtec.ch

Mod. Dep.:
EU, CH, USA
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Sanyi - ASUS
Ştampilă nouă



PROReady for preparation with the BS-310 AMIGA
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SUPER POWERFUL - ALL METAL CONSTRUCTION
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Features

1. Handle assembly is equipped with
     hand levers, height adjustment and
     security button ON-OFF.
2. Suction pipe for industrial vacuum 
     cleaner. 
3. Special dust hood with 2 tube opeings
     to ensure fast suction of dust and
     particles.
4. Ergonomic 8-cornered body, with
     air slots for the electric motor, water-
     level for flatness control.
5. Solid protective rubber band to retain
     dust production.
6. Opening for edge grinding along
     vertical surfaces and walls. Easy 
     stand-up work.
7. Working angle adjustment. Rubber
     wheels for a smooth roll over
     rough surfaces. Protection against
     overloading.

Eays to transport!

BS-310-420-40SB BS-310-420-40MB BS-310-420-40HB

Soft bond - Hard surfaces Medium bond - Medium surfaces Hard bond - Soft surfaces
BS-310-420-PCDS BS-310-520-16PCD BS-310-030-1

Hard bond PCD-SPLITT -
Soft surfaces

Soft Bond PCD -
Thick coatings, difficult grinding

Fine PCD - 
Paint, adhesives


